Abstract. It is well-known that the size of an ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) may depend crucially on the order in which the variables occur. In the paper, we describe an implementation of an output{ e cient algorithm that transforms an OBDD P representing a Boolean function f with respect to one variable ordering into an OBDD Q that represents f with respect to another variable ordering . The algorithm runs in average time O(jPjjQj) and requires O(jPj + n jQj) space.
Introduction
In Bry86], Bryant introduced ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDDs) as data structure for Boolean function and circuit manipulation. Let be a permutation of the variables X = fx 1 ; : : :; x n g. A OBDD P over X (sometimes shortly called OBDD) is an acyclic directed graph where the nodes are labeled with variables from X. The sinks are labeled with Boolean constants. Each nonsink node has two outgoing edges, one labeled with 0 and the other with 1. Edges starting in a node labeled with (i) end in a node labeled with (j); i < j; or in a sink. Each OBDD node v represents a Boolean function f v . Starting in v, the value f v (a) for an input a 2 f0; 1g n is the constant assigned to the sink that is reached if from every x j {node the edge that is labeled with a j is followed. An OBDD is called reduced if there is no node whose 0{successor and 1{successor coincide and if it does not contain any isomorphic labeled subgraphs. From Bry86] , it is well{known that, with respect to a given permutation , reduced OBDDs provide a universal and canonical representation scheme for Boolean functions and circuits that allows e cient composition as well as equivalence test. The many nice properties of OBDDs have made OBDDs the favorite data structure used nowadays in many applications in CAD.
OBDDs provide an e cient graph{based data structure for Boolean functions and circuits if good variable orderings are known. Unfortunately, the problem of computing an optimal variable ordering even from an OBDD { i.e., a variable ordering in accordance to which the corresponding OBDD{representation is of minimal size { was shown to be NP{complete THY93, BW94] . The assymptotically best known deterministic algorithm for computing an optimal variable ordering is due to Friedman and Supowit FS90] and needs exponential (with respect to the number of variables) time and space. Therefore, variable orderings are computed by heuristics. Due to the great importance of nding good orderings, a lot of heuristic algorithms have been proposed in the past (see, e.g., MWBS88, FFK88, MIY90, BRKM91] ). Since none of them works well for all circuits of interest, the idea arose to improve orderings computed by a heuristic by some local search algorithm (e.g. FMK91, Rud93, MKR92] ). In particular, Rudells \sifting technique" has found great attention and many applications. The idea is to start with an OBDD{representation corresponding to an ordering (chosen randomly or found by any heuristics), then, by means of a sequence of pairwise exchanges of the neighboring variables, to nd a more concise representation. Unfortunately, in the meantime, the rst enthusiasm for this approach was dampened by experimental work. It spelt out that in many cases it is not possible, because of a shortage in space and/or time, to come from a weak local minimum to a neighboring better (local) minimum in this way since it might be impossible to overcome the local maxima located between these minima.
The question arises whether it is possible to directly transform a given OBDD of a function (of a circuit) with respect to one ordering into an equivalent OBDD with respect to another ordering , without the necessity to perform this transformation via a (long) sequence of local changes. A rst positive answer to this question is given in MS94] 2 . by describing an algorithm that transforms a OBDD P into a functionally equivalent OBDD Q in average time less than O( Q] P] log P]), where Q] ( P]) denotes the space for encoding a BDD Q (resp. P). Since the output of such a transformation can be exponential with respect to the size of the input, an output{e cient algorithm like this one is the best one can hope for. Its performance depends polynomially on the size of the input OBDD and the size of the output OBDD. Neither time nor space depend from unknown and unpredictable sizes of intermediate OBDDs, unlike the approach of using sequences of local changes for this transformation. That is the substantial di erence between the direct global rebuilding and the rebuilding by local changes.
After describing the rebuilding algorithm REBUILD and discussing some details of its implementation and its complexity in Section 2, in Section 3, we report our experimental work with ISCAS circuits, done with REBUILD in the frame of the OBDD package of CMU BRB90] and of the BDD{software environment of Trier TrusT BMS94] . We show that { it is possible to decrease the total memory resources needed to compute a OBDD{representation Q directly from a circuit by computing a suited OBDD P and applying REBUILD to transform P into Q, { it is sometimes faster to transform a given OBDD{representation of a circuit C into an equivalent OBDD{representation by means of REBUILD than to derive the OBDD{representation from C by symbolic simulation, { it is possible to decrease the total memory requirements of a symbolic sim- 
The Rebuilding Algorithm and its Implementation
The idea of the algorithm that allows to transform any given (reduced) OBDD P of a function f into a (reduced) OBDD of f, where and are arbitrary permutations of the variables of f, was described rst in MS94]. Working on this idea, we implemented the algorithm (called REBUILD in the following) as a part of the CMU-pacakge BRB90]. In this section, we discuss some implementation details and the complexity behavior of the algorithm. Its pseudo-code is given below.
REBUILD is based on the recursive procedure transform{OBDD that is built along the divide-and-conquer principle, and that uses a computed table and dependency check in order to avoid the creation of reducible nodes (and respective exponential behavior).
The initialization,i.e., the creation of the sinks of Q, and the call to transform{ OBDD on the highest level are done in the main program.
Algorithm REBUILD.
Input: A reduced OBDD P, an order of all variables appearing in P. Output: The reduced OBDD Q that is computationally equivalent to P. The procedure transform{OBDD has three parameters: R { the OBDD we want to rebuild, { the desired order of the resulting OBDD (a suborder of ), and a { the partial assignment that speci es R as a restriction of P. It starts with the test of the trivial cases. If the function represented by R is a constant, the sink of Q for this constant is returned. Otherwise, it continues with a dependency check which chooses the rst variable x in the function depends on. Since the function is not a constant, such a variable always exists.
The next step is a call to the function computed that performs a look-up into the computed table. For any reduced OBDD S computed returns TRUE if the procedure transform OBDD has been previously called with parameterS such thatS S. If the look-up is successful, the result is simply loaded from the computed table. Otherwise computed returns FALSE. In that case we are sure that the node created by this call will not be reduced in the future. This is a tricky part that uses the following facts:
{ Each boolean function has a canonical OBDD{representation with respect to a xed order. Hence, the function represented by R rather than R itself is the parameter of the computed function.
{ Each of the functions considered in the previous calls to transform{OBDD (i.e., each function represented by some node of S) is a restriction of P.
1 By hii we denote the suborder ( i] < i + 1] < ::: < n]) of .
{ The restriction of P according any partial assignment can be computed in linear time with respect to the size of P.
{ All restrictions of P are consistent with the same order, and the equivalence test among them can be performed in constant time (in average) if they are represented as shared OBDDs. Since P is permanently in the memory and with respect to the facts above, the items in the computed table can be of the following form: a function result signature represented by represented by a partial assignment to variables the respective node in Q A signature is an element from a nite eld that can be associated with each boolean function as described in BCW80].
In order to get the estimation of the behavior of the algorithm as tight as possible, we will analyze it more precisely than in MS94] and with respect to all implementation details. Before doing this, let us make some remarks to the di erence between the theoretically estimated and real-world time/space.
Every precise asymptotic analysis of the algorithm has to start from the fact that a BDD G of size jGj (number of nodes) is encoded in space G] = jGj logjGj. This follows from the observation that each node is accessed via its address that has length log jGj. Hence, each algorithm with a linear number of constant cost operations has performance time jGj log jGj. However, such an estimation can be far from the real{world run{time of the algorithm, since a speci c implementation a priori uses restricted resources. Nevertheless, we can always use the theoretical upper bound as a starting point for our estimation.
Theorem1. The algorithm REBUILD(P; ) transforms a given OBDD P over n variables into a functionally equivalent OBDD Q. If k-tuple signatures are used, then it runs in average time O(k jQj jPj log 2 jPj) and requires space O(jPj+ (k + n)jQj).
Proof. Due to commands 1 -3, no redundant node is created. Since by each call to the procedure transform one edge is created and since the number of edges is two times the number of internal nodes in the OBDD, 2jQj calls to transform are generated. The most expensive command in the procedure is the second one { the lookup into the computed table, which is performed by computed. Let us estimate the time behavior of this function. An important observation is that jSj jPj holds for all values of the parameter S (S is always a restriction of P).
If k-tuple signatures of BCW80] are used, step 2.1 costs O(k jPj log 2 jPj).
The probability that two di erent functions have the same signature is less than p = ( 1 2 ) k . If the signature is used as the key for the hash function of the computed table, access to items with the same signature can be done in constant time.
Step 2.2 consists of two commands that can be repeatedly performed until either an item is found whose function is equivalent to that represented by S or all items with the signature sgn (i.e., at most jQj? 1) are processed. Since 2.2.1 The space bound follows from the fact that at any time we store only P, two restrictions of P, and Q. The additional information is stored in the computed table that has at most jQj items and consists of signatures and assignments to variables. u t Let us estimate the complexity of our implementation on the basis of the CMU-package. Without loss of generality we can make the following two assumptions:
{ Addressing of a BDD node costs constant time.
The restriction is given by the constant length of the adresses. Since the length is long enough to store any BDD of managable size, this assumption is not a real restriction. Under these assumptions, the average time of the algorithm REBUILD dropps as stated in the following corollary.
Corollary2. BRB90] . A rebuilding phase can be started by calling REBUILD, both during the symbolic simulation (triggered by a size limit, and using a given heuristic to determine a suited variable ordering based on the circuit representation of the currently active functions) and in a nal step to transform the resulting OBDDs into other ones with respect to a given order.
We use the following notations in the tables: (i) denotes the order obtained by the heuristic i, M(i), denotes the maximum (shared) size of the (i)OBDDs during the derivation, and m(i) denotes their nal size.
All experiments were performed on SUN ELC and SPARCstation 10 with the memory bound 60 MB. The time is always given in seconds.
One{time rebuilding
Many di erent situations are imaginable in which a rebuilding of an OBDD according to a new variable ordering is desired. Let us mention some of them.
One such situation appears when the equivalence test of two OBDDs with respect to di erent orders is required. For instance, by verifying a circuit against its speci cation which is in the form of some OBDD. We have two possibilities to do it. First { to derive the OBDD directly from the circuit; second { to derive a OBDD from the circuit, and then either to transform the speci cation according to , or to transform the OBDD representation of the circuit according to .
The rst way can be time and space consuming, or even unpracticable, if there are some gates in the circuit that are not well representable according to . On the other hand, these gates could be well{representable according to some other order . Then the second way is viable.
Another situation appears if we want to synthesize two OBDDs which have di erent variable ordering. The rebuilding to a common variable order is a solution.
The experiments that were made for the behavior of the algorithm in such situations are evaluated in Tab.1 and Tab.2. Table 1 shows examples where the derivation of the (i)OBDD from the circuit followed by rebuilding into an equivalent (j)OBDD is less space consuming than the derivation of a (j)OBDD directly from the circuit. The total memory requirements in both runs were considered. In the rst case it was M(j), in the second the maximum of M(i) and m(i) + m(j). More precisely, the approach with nal rebuilding makes sense if for the given circuit maxfM(i); m(i) + m(j)g < M(j). Taking d0 and W0 for the order heuristics i and j, respectively, we found several circuits exhibiting this behavior. Table 2 summarizes examples where obtaining OBDDs of given functions and orders by rebuilding is faster than the direct symbolic simulation. 
Dynamic global rebuilding
Veri cation of a combinational circuit consists of comparing a representation of the (outputs of the) circuit with the representation of its speci cation. The usual way to obtain the representation of the circuit is the symbolic simulation { starting with the representation of the inputs, the representation of the output of each gate is constructed gate by gate. The process terminates having constructed the representations of the outputs of the circuit. Symbolic simulation requires a fast performance of the boolean operations on the representation. This is ful lled by OBDDs.
The functions represented by the gates can be quite di erent. The situation where no variable ordering is \good" for all of these functions is not rare. Even if such \good" variable orderings exist, there is no known heuristic how to nd them. In this context, the idea of changing the variable ordering in the course of the symbolic simulation seems to be very natural. The \sifting" Rud93] is an implementation of this idea. Starting with any variable ordering (random or computed by some heuristic), the process of the symbolic simulation proceeds until the OBDD{representation becomes too large. Then, by the exchange of neighbouring variables, a new, possibly better, order is looked for. The search space is very restricted due to the restricted local changes of the considered variable ordering. Although this saves time, it makes it often impossible to leave a local minimum and to overcome the hills on the way to the better order.
The global rebuilding opens a new way in dynamic reordering. Our experiments run according to the followingscheme. We start by symbolicallysimulating a given circuit to obtain OBDDs of a given initial order. In addition, we have set a limit for the total size of all current OBDDs. When we reach this limit, we try to reduce the size with a rebuilding step as follows: First, we collect the functions, respectively circuit gates, we need to continue the symbolic simulation (i.e., gates whose fanouts are still to be used as inputs into other gates and the already computed outputs) { the so-called frontier. Next, we take the ten gates of the frontier with the biggest OBDD{representations. Then we use the same heuristic that provided the initial order to determine a new order for this modi ed circuit, and attempt to rebuild all OBDDs to this new order. If it turns out that the total size gets smaller, we continue to work with the new order until we reach the limit again; If the size could not be reduced, we stay with the old order (and its OBDDs) and increment the limit by multiplying it with 1.5. The results of various such runs are listed in Tab.3. The initial limit in these runs was set as indicated by the factor { the percentage with respect to the M(i) observed in the respective runs without rebuilding. Tests with other settings of the initial limit are underway. The obtained results show a decrease of the total memory requirements in the course of the symbolic simulation.
The size of the current OBDD does not necessarily increase all the time. For a lot of circuits, the space requirements will reach a maximum during the symbolic simulation and then drop to a nal size which can be considerably lower. With the method described above, the nal OBDDs are computed according to an order which was created with respect to another set of circuit gates as primary outputs. This fact explains the di erences between the nal sizes of OBDDs obtained by the symbolic simulation with a xed and with dynamically changed order. Surprisingly, we found that in all but one run of the simulation with the dynamic rebuilding the nal size has decreased (Tab.3).
Due to the limited resources available, we could not obtain more than a very basic rst scan of the possibilities of this approach. We currently develop software which, in the case of an unsuccessful rebuilding attempt, will use the next from a list of heuristics to try another order. The desired e ect should be signi cantly increased by this method. A further improvement could be a reasonable well-behaving mechanism which will allow automatic determination of all possible parameters. 
